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1.4
The administrative area is 14,000 

square kilometers.

262
The construction area is 262 

square kilometers.

90
The urban population accounts 
for more than 90% of the total.

300
The total population is about 

3,000,000.
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Pearl of western China

Large consuming capacity and market potential

People’s Republic of China

Prominent advantage of border trade at ports

People’s Republic of China

Clear superiority of traffic positionClear superiority of traffic position Strong competitiveness of Urumqi

Urumqi

II Optimize the function layout of urban area, promote Optimize the function layout of urban area, promote 
regional integrationregional integration



“ ”

One master and two 
assistants

Actively promote the integration of Actively promote the integration of 
““Urumqi cityUrumqi city——ChangjiChangji prefectureprefecture””

IIII Adhere to sustainable development and accelerate the Adhere to sustainable development and accelerate the 
transformation of economic mode.transformation of economic mode.

Promote the emerging process of new industrialization.

Promote the emerging process of new industrialization.

Vigorously develop new materials, 
clean energy, electronic 
information, biological medicine, 
and other high-tech industries.

Develop modern service industry.

60%60%

Develop modern service industry.
Develop modern service industry.



Develop modern service industry.

Develop ecological agriculture.

““ ””
The feature of "big city, small rural areas"The feature of "big city, small rural areas"

““ ””

1414
The agricultural population is only 140,000.The agricultural population is only 140,000.

1414

GDPGDP 1.31.3
Agriculture accounts for only 1.3 percent of the total GDP Agriculture accounts for only 1.3 percent of the total GDP 
of of UrumqiUrumqi..

GDPGDP 1.31.3

Develop ecological agriculture. Develop ecological agriculture.

Promote the construction of conservation-oriented society. Promote the construction of conservation-oriented society.

IIIIII Increase impact and momentum of city Increase impact and momentum of city 
ecological ecological constructiomconstructiom

UrumqiUrumqi is a city farthest away from the sea.is a city farthest away from the sea.

People’s Republic of China



Speed up the ecological construction of Urumqi Strengthen protection of the land and water resourcesStrengthen protection of the land and water resources

Actively carry out the comprehensive treatment of urban environmActively carry out the comprehensive treatment of urban environmentent

Waste treatment rate has reached 83%.Waste treatment rate has reached 83%.

IVIV Implementing Implementing ““Blue Sky ProjectBlue Sky Project”” to to
improve the environmental qualityimprove the environmental quality

Promoting cogeneration, expand the scope of central heating

Promoting cogeneration, expand the scope of central heating

1.3 3000
The city has been demolished 13,000 units of all types of small and 
medium-sized coal-fired boiler to reduce smog more than 3,000 tons.

41 50
Existed buildings saved energy 410,000 square meters, all new buildings 
have achieved energy-saving 50 percent, which is the energy requirement.

6172 m2 980 m2

The area implemented of central heating is 61.72 million square meters, 
in which Cogeneration heating area reached 9.8 million square meters.

Adjust the resource structure to form a heating pattern providing by the coexistence of varied energies



The city has completed five automatic air The city has completed five automatic air 
stations, 55 sets of smokestations, 55 sets of smoke--line monitoring line monitoring 

system construction.system construction.

Various types of 75 filling stations have been built.
75


